Appendix 1

MLST Scheme

We obtained the seven *B. pertussis* MLST loci sequences and their allelic variants from an existing *Bordetella sp.* scheme (1) to type our Austrian isolates.

Definition of the cgMLST Scheme and Validation

We generated with Ridom SeqSphere+ software version 4.1.9., a stable cgMLST scheme for ad hoc usage containing all genes within the reference genome but the non-homologous, those with internal stop codons and those that overlapped other genes. Briefly, the reference genome (now called representative genome) Tohama I (NC_002929.2) was selected as a seed genome for the cgMLST using the target definer function of SeqSphere and applying the following filters:

1. A minimum length filter, which required a minimum of 50 bases.

2. A start codon filter, which required the presence of a start codon at beginning of each gene.

3. A stop codon filter, which required the presence of a single stop codon at end of gene. Two targets were discarded: BP1104, BP2738.

4. A homologous gene filter, which required the presence of no more than one gene copy with a BLAST (2) overlap of ≥100bp and an identity of ≥90.0%. 261 targets were discarded: BP0007, BP0023, BP0031, BP0041, BP0049, BP0058, BP0071, BP0080, BP0110, BP0118, BP0124, BP0137, BP0166, BP0175, BP0192, BP0202, BP0203, BP0210, BP0211, BP0228, BP0256, BP0268, BP0281, BP0295, BP0297, BP0327, BP0355, BP0365, BP0392, BP0401, BP0408,
A gene overlap filter, which required no overlap between a core gene with other genes by more than 4 bases. Ninety-seven targets were filtered and moved to the

Afterwards we selected 15 publicly accessible B. pertussis genomes as query genomes as of 2nd of February 2018 (Appendix 2 Table 1). The selection was based on the center where the genome was sequenced and release date, so that the scheme contained B. pertussis strains obtained in different countries and years, avoiding over representing certain countries with more sequences available in NCBI. First, a query genome BLAST (version 2.2.12) search was performed. This required a BLAST hit with an overlap of 100% and an identity of ≥90.0% in every query genome. The following BLAST options were set: Mismatch penalty = −1, match reward = 1, gap open costs = 5, gap extension costs = 2. This query genome BLAST search filtered out 81 targets and all were moved to the accessory genome scheme: BP0184, BP0200, BP0422, BP0515, BP0593, BP0594, BP0635, BP0711, BP0911, BP0913, BP0914, BP0915, BP0918, BP0919, BP0920, BP0921, BP0922, BP0923, BP0924, BP0925, BP0926, BP0927, BP0928, BP0929, BP0930, BP0931, BP0932, BP0934, BP1014, BP1015, BP1016, BP1017, BP1018, BP1019, BP1054, BP1137, BP1138, BP1139, BP1141, BP1174, BP1323, BP1592, BP1948, BP1949, BP1950, BP1951, BP1953, BP1954, BP1961, BP1962, BP1965, BP1987, BP2075, BP2138, BP2139, BP2268, BP2369, BP2451, BP2452, BP2455, BP2820, BP2946, BP2990, BP3105, BP3106, BP3107, BP3108, BP3109, BP3110, BP3115, BP3160, BP3314, BP3315, BP3316, BP3317, BP3319, BP3320, BP3321, BP3322, BP3663, BP3764.
In addition, a stop codon percentage filter was applied to the query genomes (n = 15). This filter required a single stop codon at end of a gene in >80% of the query genomes. One target was filtered and moved to the accessory genome scheme: BP1123.

In summary, 2,983 targets (Appendix 2 Table 2) were defined for cgMLST with a total of 2,932,632 bases, 179 targets were used as accessory targets (Appendix 2 Table 3) with 159,468 bases and 263 targets were discarded. Of the reference genome NC_002929.2 71.8% bases were covered by cgMLST targets. Between 70.9% and 71.45% of query genomes bases were covered by cgMLST targets. Only targets present in all query genomes were included as targets of the final cgMLST scheme (“hard core” cgMLST scheme).

Further evaluation of the scheme included the addition of all available assembled B. pertussis genomes from NCBI (n = 537) as of 2nd February 2018. We manually discarded genomes with low WGS quality data. Finally, a collection of 359 B. pertussis genomes with a diverse genetic background (Appendix 2 Table 4) remained. All but two genomes presented more than 95% good targets. Afterwards, we also included two non-pertussis strains and one B. pertussis strain from an old Austrian isolate collection (Appendix 2 Table 5) and 32 genomes using Illumina reads from SRA (Appendix 2 Table 4).

**Sequencing and de novo Assembly of the Austrian B. pertussis Isolates**

DNA isolation from B. pertussis cultures was performed with MagAttract HMW DNA kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and quantified with Qubit version 2.0 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) using the double-stranded DNA broad-range (dsDNA BR) assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Library preparation was performed using Nextera XT Kit (Illumina, San Diego, USA) followed by 300bp paired-end sequencing on an Illumina Miseq platform. Raw reads were de novo assembled with SPAdes version 3.11.1 (3) using default parameters. QUAST v5.0.2 (4) was used to evaluate the quality of the genome assemblies by extracting information on the N50, the number of contigs and the assembly length for each genome. Additionally, when pangenome assemblies were detected we used CheckM v1.1.2 (5) to assess the completeness and contamination level of the sequences (Appendix 2 Table 6).
Typing of the Austrian *B. pertussis* Isolates

Isolates were typed with our newly implemented cgMLST and accessory genome schemes using SeqSphere+, which uses BLAST version 2.2.12 and ignores contigs shorter than 200 bases. A target quality control (QC) procedure was included in all typing schemes. This QC required: 1) the length of the consensus being the same as the ref.-seq. area(s) length ±3 triplets, 2) no ambiguities (R,Y,K,M,S,W,B,D,H,V,N) in the consensus area(s) 3) no frame shift in the translatable consensus area(s). Afterwards, the software scanned with BLASTN the sequences of each scheme with the following parameters: mismatch = −1, match = 1, gap open = 5, gap extension = 2 and threshold for each hit of ≥90% identity and 100% aligned to the reference sequence. Isolates was re-sequenced when the percentage of “good targets” referring to the cgMLST scheme was inferior to 95%. To construct phylogenetic trees we always ignored missing values pairwise.

The cluster threshold was preliminary set at 6 allelic differences. We took into consideration the number of allelic differences between the 123 Austrian isolates (Figure 3, https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/EID/article/27/3/20-2314-F3.htm), the available epidemiologic data for the Austrian cases, such as district of residence or cohabitation, and the combination of allelic variants and mutations detected in the vaccine antigen genes *ptxS1*, *ptxP*, *prn*, *fim2* and *fim3* (here called as “genetic profiles”).

Other Typing Schemes

We extracted the sequences of the *B. pertussis* vaccine antigen genes from the WGS data. To do so, we downloaded from PubMLST all those FASTA sequences comprising all the available allelic variants for the vaccine antigen genes until 2nd February 2018 (https://pubmlst.org/bigsdb?db = pubmlst_bordetella_seqdef&page = downloadAllesles&tree = 1). Afterwards we generated an allele library typing scheme including the vaccine antigen genes *ptxS1*, *ptxP*, *prn*, *fim2* and *fim3* and their variants. The typing schemes were configured to detect new alleles for each of the targets with at least 90% identity and 98% overlap to the reference alleles.
Detection of PRN-Deficient Isolates

When the prn gene was not found using Seqsphere+, we first made a BLAST using the assembly file and the prn gene sequence from Tohama I (NC_002929.2). If two different fragments of the pertactin gene were present in at least two different contigs, the prn gene was most probably truncated by an insertion sequence. In this case, we mapped the raw reads against the B. pertussis Tohama I reference strain using the Burrows–Wheeler Aligner (BWA-MEM) version 0.7.16a-r1181 (6) to check whether these truncations in the prn gene were an artifact from the assembly process or a real genetic modification. Afterwards, we used PRODIGAL v2.6.3 (7) and BLAST 2.10.0+ to obtain the annotations and the predicted genes with tags on them. Lastly, the resultant BAM files were visualized using Tablet v1.19.09.03 (8) to distinguish possible areas near or within the prn gene with an absence of mapped reads. If no read pairs spanned the insertion sites, an insertion of >200 nt was suspected.

When the pertactin gene sequence differed from the alleles in the prn typing scheme, Seqsphere marked the target as “failed” or “new,” indicating the presence of a genetic modification (e.g.: insertion, deletion and/or base change, with or without a stop codon).

SNP Analysis

The cgMLST-based analysis on the 123 Austrian B. pertussis assembled genomes was compared with a SNP-based approach (Appendix 1 Figure 2) using a custom script for variant calling. First, the paired-end reads were trimmed with Trimmomatic (9) version 0.39 using the default parameters and then mapped against the reference genome Tohama I (NC_002929.2) using BWA-MEM. SNPs were called using the mpileup and call commands from bcftools version 1.6–14- geed5371 with default parameters (10). The SNPs were then filtered with the vcfutils.pl varFilter script available in SAMtools version 1.11 and indels were excluded with VCFtools 0.1.16 (11,12). Afterwards the SNPs in all genomes were concatenated in a single fasta alignment. We further inferred the phylogeny with VCF-toolkit version 0.1.6 (13). The resultant neighbor-joining tree was compared to the one obtained using the core genome with the Tanglegram option in Dendroscope version 3.7.2 (14).
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Appendix 1 Figure 1. Cases with a genetic profile B isolate (orange) vs. total pertussis cases (blue) detected in Sankt Johann im Pongau between May 2018 and May 2020. The total number of pertussis cases included both culture-positive and non-culture positive pertussis cases (no isolate recovered) of any genetic profile, including profile B.
Appendix 1 Figure 2. Comparison of SNP (left) and cgMLST-based phylogenies (right) of the 123 Austrian *B. pertussis* isolates. Genetic profiles (A-I) are depicted in different colors. Letters (A-G) between parenthesis indicate households in which more than one pertussis case was detected. Due to limitations of the software, only a reduced number of isolates is displayed.